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Abstract
While distributed computing can greatly increase computing power, developing a
distributed program is, unfortunately, a difficult task. Due to the lack of a global clock and
shared memory, it is -difficult to obtain a consistent view of the activity of a distributed
program, which makes these programs· extremely difficult t.o debug. In order to obtain a
consistent view .ef a distributed application's activity, the programmer can make use of a
monitoring system, which tan automatically collect, organize, and analyze data collected
from the various processes of a distribute.d program. One approach taken by monitoring
systems is referred to as event-based recognition, in which the user defines a set of events,'
~--..
or behaviors of interest, and the system attempts to recognize the defined behaviors as the
'"distributed program executes. Becausesuch monitoring systems can impose a great deal
of overhead on the distributed program, there is a' need to test various aspects of these
monitoring systems, including the monitoring system configuration, the distribution of
monitoring responsibilities, and the time view protocols used by the monitoring system.
This thesis presents an EVEnt REcognition teSTbed (EVEREST), which is a fully-
functional, flexible, event-based monitoring system designed to test ·these aspects. By
providing flexible structuring and dynamic configuration of the monitoring system,
multiple time view protocols, and the separation of event specification fro~ monitoring
specification, EVEREST provides the capability of developing, testing and comparing
. various approaches to the problem of distributed event recognition.
1. Introduction
As computer technology continues to increase, .so do distributed computing
--------
capabilities. Distributed computing' allows the work involved in a problem to .be divided
,
among a number of workstations, The workstations can then work on their respective
parts concurrently, in an effort to decrease overall computation time of the problem,
.... Writing and debugging programs which achieve this goat is difficult, however. Each
workstation has its own local clock, and there is no global clock unifying the workstations.
Th~s, there is no simple way to exactly determine the order in which actions at different
processes'occurred. Distributed computing is furt~er complicated by the fact that there is
no shared memory between the. workstations. Thus, obt'Clining precise information about
the state of a distributed program at any given moment is difficult.
In order to overcome these problems, a monitoring system can be utilized to
-----..
collect, correlate, and analyze data from the various processes involved' in a distributed
program. One such technique concentrates on event recognition [2,3,4,5,6,8,9, I 0]. An
event is any activity of interest in a distributed program. Under this method, the user of the
<:;
monitoring system defines a set of events, and the monitoring system reports information.
about t~e occurrence of those events back to the user as the program executes. While
extremely useful for wri~ing, debugging, and monitoring distributed programs, these
monitoring systems can incur a great deal of overhead. Thus, there is a need to test
different monitoring' techniques s.o that strategies can be devised to minimize this
overhead. This' thesis presents an EVent REcognition tESTbed (EVEREST) designed to
enable comparing, combining, and testing of a number of monitoring techniques.
--..).-~
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,A number of factors contribute to the overhead of monitoring distributed
computations. This overhead includes the communication overhead incurred by the
transmission and collection of event data, the sp~ overhead. incurred by storing event
• I
. data for analysis, and the computational overhead of. organizing and analyzing the data.
This overhead can be substantial, and the amount of overhead increases as the number of
.defined events increases. Even if the behavior defined by an event never occurs in a
distributed program, simply monitoring the program for the event's occurrence will
increase the monitoring system overhead. For example, suppose an event tests if the value
of some variable x"in OJ}~ process becomes greater than some variable--:y in another
process. Even ifx never becomes greater than y, the monitoring system must still transmit,
store, and analyze the data related to changes in x and y. If these variables change their
values a great deal, the overhead on the system could become significant.
In addition to the overhead associated with the transmission, storage, and analysis
ot event data, distributed monitoring systems also incur overhead due to the lack of a
global clock. In order to give the user an accurate view of process. ~ehavior, the
monitoring system must use some method for defining time. This method will provide the
user with a uniform time view of the processes' activity, although it is not a view of the
actual physical time of the activity. These methods may involve additional communication
between processes, as well as additional computation time. Thus, depending on the'
definition of time being used, a certain amount of overhead will· be incurred by the
maintenance of the time view.
EVEREST is a monitoring system which provides the us~r with automatic,
on-the-fly event monitoring. Due to its flexible design, EVEREST allows the user to
3
compare the overheads associated With different. monitoring strategies. Using a set of
G9llUTlancls, the user can define both the events and a specific monitoring scheme. Through
, ~
the use of these command~, different monitoring strategies can be tested and analyzed. To
, -' .
aid in morutoring strategy analysis, EVEREST was designed with the following
capabilities:
Flexible Structuring: The. user can explicitly defi~e where monitoring modules wilf be
started, as well as the type of monitoring modules which. will.be used. Also, the
user: can explicitly assign different monitoring responsibilities to' different
monitoring modules.
Separation of Event and Monitoring Definitions: The user can define events which are
hierarchical, and thus can represent the abstract structure of the behavior to be
recognized. This structure can be mapped. to the monitoring configuration in a
variety of ways. In addition, more-than one n:tapping may be used during a given
execution of the distributed application. Thus, vanous strategies for mapping
events onto monitoring configurations can be tested.
Dynamic Configuration: Monitoring modules are created as needed by the monitoring
system. During the execution of a distributed program, various monitoring
modules can be created and destroyed, and monitoring responsibilities can be
transferred between monitoring modules. Thus, the user can define a monitoring
strategy which can adjust itself at runtime based on the behavior of the executing
p~ogram. This capability can be utilized to reduce the monitoring overhead.
4'
----
Multiple Time View Protocols: Because_!he overhead associated with different time view
• 'j
methods is different, EVEREST allows the user toc~oose the protocol which will
be used for each::riclin~d event. This allows the user to test various time views both
,
in terms of overhead and in terms how well each·time view provides a
"meaningful" perspective ofa computation's activity.
In addition the above features, EVEREST also automatically keeps track of certain
statistics related to the monitoring overhead. The statistics can then be Viewed after a
distributed program has executed.
Chapter 2 provides a basic overview of EVEREST, including a discussion of
events recognized by EVEREST, a description of the basi·c monitoring modules which
make up EVEREST, and the time view protocols which are used by EVEREST.
Chapter 3 describes exactly how the user can interact with EVEREST, i~cluding a
description of how to define events and monitoring strategies. Chapter 4 contains a
discussion about some of the important implementations issues which were used in
designing EVEREST. Chapter 5 includes some concluding remarks, as well as a
discussion of future enhancements to the ·system.
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2. System Overview
The three major factors which contribute to the perfonnance and usefulness of an
event based monitoring system are the type of events, the type of monitors, and the type
of time view protocols which are used by the system. EVEREST provides flexibility in
each ofthese areas. Section 2. l"will discuss event definitio'ns, 'includingthe various types
, of events and event operators which EVEREST supports. Section 2.2 will discuss the
three different monitors which can be utilized, by an application monitored with
EVEREST. Finally, Section 2.3 will discuss the four different"time view protocols w~ich'
)
EVEREST can use for monitoring.
2.1 Event Definition
Before monitoring a distributed application, the user of a monitoring system must
specify any behavior of interest which might occur during the execution of the application.
This specification is done by defining a set of 'events. When a distributed app!.ication
perfonns in a manner defined by one of these events, it is said to be an event occurrence.
If an event occurrence is detected by the monitoring system, this is said to be an event
recognition, and the event is said !o be triggered. When an event is triggered, it is
assigned some value related to that particular occurrence. This value is determined by the
specific type of event which is occurring. Thus, it is important 'to understand the various
types ofevents recognized by EVEREST.
2.1.1 Event Types
EVEREST provides two types of events: primitive events, and high level events.
A primitive event r.epresents the lowest level of process activity which can be tested.
Primitive events ~re directly triggered by so~e activity in the user's program, and can -not
6 .
(
---~-
span multiple processes. Examples of primitive events are testing when a certain function
is called, or testing when the valu~ ofacertain variable changes. A high level event can be
formed by using spec~fic operators to combine primitive events~ or other previously
defined high level events. A high level. event can span between more than one process. An
example of a high level event would be testing if a message is sent by one process and then
received by another, or testing to determine how many processes open the same file.
2.1.2 Primitive Events
In EVEREST, there are three specific types of primitive events. Value primitive
events test the value of some variable in the program. These events are triggered every
time the value of the tested variable changes. An occurrence of a value primitive is
assigned the value of the variable at the time of the occurrence. Process/Function
--~--~------_ .._~----- --~_._- -----
primitive events test pro_cess specific events, such as when a process exits, or creates a
new process (i.e. with a fork( ) or exec( ) call). These primitive events can also test for
entering or exiting a specific function in a program., These events are triggered with the
value TRUE when they occur. Finally, Item primitive events monitor an expatylable set of"
operations, such as those related to files, pipes, sockets, or signals. These events are also
triggered with the value ~UE whenever t.he specific operation is performed by the
monitored process. The specific primitive events currently provided by EVEREST are
listed in Table 2.
7
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TABLE 1: High Level Operators
Occurrence Operators
OPERATOR SYNTAX ,- DEFINITION
el SFL e2 occurrence oiel and e2, any order
el THEN e2 ·occurrence of el followed by occurrence of e2
..
,
el CONe e2 occurrence of eI concurrent to occurrence of e2
.'
eI COUNT <value> eI occurred <value> times -.-,
el NOTe2 bccurrence ofel and no occurrence of e2
el NOTBTWN e2 e3 occurrence of e2 followed by e3, no occurrence of
.
el in between
«;:1 SIMULTe2 occurrence of eI simultaneous to occurrence of e2
. po
Value operators
OPERATOR SYNTAX DEFINITION ..
elORe2 value of eI not FALSE or value of e2 not FALSE
efAND e2 value of el and e2 botb TRUE
.
elEQUALe2 value of el equals value of e2
el NE e2 value of e1 not equal to value of e2
el LESS e2 value of e1 less than value ofe2
el LE e2 value of el less than or equal to value of e2
el GE e2 value of el greater than or equal to value of e2
_0·-
el GREATER e2 value of eI greater than value of e2
8
2.1.3 High Leve~ Eve~ts
EVEREST arso provides two varieties of high level ev~nLoperators (and thus two
varieties of high level events). Occurrence operators take events (primitive or high level)
~
as their operands, and test for the occurrences of those operands. High level events which
are defined with an event operator can· only be triggered with 'a value of TRUE, and they
are triggered every time the condition defined by the operator is satisfied and recognized
by the monitoring system. Value operators also take events (primitive or high level) as
. . .
their operands, but they actually test the value ofthe operands. Since the condition defined
by a value operator can be TRUE or FALSE, a high level event defined with a value
operator can be triggered with the value TR"t!E or FALSE. EVEREST's evaluation
scheme attempts to only t~gg7r a high level event which use~ a value operator when the
condition changes its value (i.e. from TR!!;E to FALSE, or FALSE to TRUE), although
this will not always be possible due to message delays which may cause operand
occurrence information to arrive out of order. If the information does arrive ou.t of order,
the high level event may be triggered more often than it otherwise would have been.
Table 1 shows a simplified definition of each of the high level event operators. To
understand these operators in more detail, it is important to und.erstand the concept of
time view protocols. Whenever an event .occurs, it is stamped with information about the
time at which it occurred. High level events are also given a time stamp, and that time
staIlJp is inherited from the time stamp of one of its operands. Because t~r~ is no globaJ
clock in a distributed system, monitoring systems such ~ EVEREST must use special
methods to determine event ordering. These methods are referred to as time ,view
protocols. One advantage of EVEREST is that it can use multiple time protocols, so that
9
the efficiency of each individual time proto~ol can be tested. Each of these time protocols
will be discussed in detail in Section 2.3. In terms of high level operators, it is important to
note that the operators are defined in terms of the time protocol being used. For example,
when testing for 'the event "e! THEN e2", the definition of "THEN" is in terms of the·
time protocol for the high. level event, not in terms of actual real time. As a result, the
definition of high level ev~nt op~rators actually changes slightly depending on the time
protocol being used.
2.1.4 Occurrence Operators
High level events which monitor the relationship between occurrences of their
operands are defined using occurrence operators. In EVEREST, the occurrence operators
are the SFL, THEN, CONC, COUNT, NOT, NOTBTWN,.ano SIMULT operators.
2.1.5 The SFL Operator
The simplest of the occurrence operators is the SFL, or shuffle, operator. This
. .
event checks to see that both of the operands have occurred. The order in which the
operands occur is not considered. Since SFL is an occurrence high level event, it is only
el el el )
"
\
/' )!
e2 e2 e2
Figure 1 -- Two Recognitions of SFL
(
triggered with a TRuE value. The SFL operator inherits the time' stamp of the later
occurring operand. In order to reduce the amount of storage used by the monitoring
7
system, after the event "e! SFL e2" occurs, all operand occurre~ce information about el.
I~ ,- ' ..~ ""-."'-".- ~._~ --'''-''''''''' - ' _~ __~-~_ _.-~-="..,.".=.'~.L_.·.'. , ,•.,.•.•""..,~:' ..•."~ .. _.,, .•=u••.•"' ,~',~nn'.~."'•.,'~..J.=·nv
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up to and including the e1 recognized in the event (a.ccording to the current time protocol)
is thrown out, and thus can not contribute to another occurrence of the event. Also, all .
operand occurrence information about e2 up to and including the e2 recognized in the
event is thrown out. The system then prepares to rer0gnize another occurrence of the
SFL event. Figure 1 shows "an example of a series of operand occurrences which would
result in two recognitions of "~l SJ!L e2." The dotted-lines show the recognitions of e1
and e2 which woul~ coritributeto each recognition ofthe event "e1 SFL e2." As shown, if
there are two occurrences of el followed by an occurrence of e2, the SFL event is
recognized:Note that the later ofthe two e1-occurrences is used as part of the recognition
of the SFL event. After the recognition, the operand occurrence information is discarded,
and can not be used in future recognitions of the event. Therefore, an additional e2
occurrence does not result in an additional recognition of the SFL event, as shown in the
iigure~ However; -when there" is alll...,additi6hal occurrence "of" e2 --ana an aaoitlonal-------,-,
occurrence of e1 after the first recognition, the system will make another recognition, as
was the case in figure 1.
2.1.6 The THEN Operator
The THEN operator is used to test the ordering of its operands' occurrences. The
event "e1 then e2" is triggered when both e1 and e2 occur, and e1 is known to precede e2
,
according to the time protocol being used. The recognition of this event is given the time
stamp of e2. This event is also only given a value of TRUE, and operand occurrence
information time stamped before the operands involved in the event recognition is thrown
out, exactly as it was with the SFL operator. Note that if there are a number of
occurrences of e1 before an occurrence of e2, the last el occurrence which actually did
11
As with the SFL operator, th~ THEN operator chooses the last possible e1 which
~2 ~2
Ca)
happen before the e2 occurrence (according to the current time protocol) Will be,chosen in
the THEN event recognition.
~-
matches up with an occurrence of an e2. Note that this may result in less recognitions than
might otherwise be possible. For example,' Figure 2(a) shows two recognitions of .
2 recognitions of'el then e2'
--.;.el....;;.;el;;;;. _. ~)
....•.....: ~ .
)
I recognitionof'el then e2'
el el )
.,
\ )
e2 e2
) .'
. Figure 2 -- Effect of Operand Occurrence
Choice on Event Recognitions
"e1 THEN e2." This is·due to the fact that the first el occurrence was chosen to match
with the fir§t ~2 occurrence which satisfied the THEN operator. Figure Z(b) shows the
.
approach EVEREST takes, in which the latest occurrence of el is mat~hed with the first
. ~
occurrence of e2 which still satisfied 'the TfIEN oper~tor. Thus, there is only one
recognition of "el THEN e2." EVEREST's approach to this probleIll,--Which is similar to
the approach taken in [6], has a -number of advantages. By choosing only the most recent
occurrences in event recognitions, older occurrence information can be thrown out. This
12
can greatly reduce the storage overhead associated with monitoring systems: Processing
time' would also be reduced, since- a lower number of stored occurrences means the
monitoring system has less information to search thnmgh while looking for an event
. .
recognition. The final advantage to this approach is that the recognitions may actually be
mor~ useful to the user. It is more likely the case that the.user is interested in the ordering.
,
of events which occur close in time, rather than the ordering of events which occur far
.apart in time.
2.1.7 The CONe Operator
'The CONC, or concurrent, operator tests for the condition in which both
operands occur, and it is. known they these occurrences are not ordered, according to the
--_.- .-
time protocol being used. The CONC operation takes either one' of the operand's time
stamps (since they are not 'ordered), and operand occurren?e--iniormation which· is time
stamped before the operands involved the recognition is discarded. CONC can only be
-triggered with the value TRUE. A CONC event is most commonly associated with the
vector clock time protocol, which is described in Section 2,3.
2.1.8 The COUNT Operator
The COUN~ operator actually counts the number of times an event (high level or
primiti~e) occurs. For example, the event "COUNT el 5" is triggered 'when event el
occurs five times. When a CQUNT event is recognized, it is triggered with the value
TRUE. The count is then reset and the system begins counting the event again. In other
words, if the event "COUN~ el 5" is being monitored, and the event el occurs ten times,
two recognitions of the COUNT event would be recognized (once after five el
13
occu_rrences, aQd once after ten). A high level event which uses COUNT inherits th~JlmJL__
stamp of the last occurrence which was counted.
2.1.9 The Binary NOT Operator
The binary NOT operator, which is similar to,the negation event described in [6],
is used to test the occurrence of one. event and not the other. The event "el NOT e2" is
.triggered if event el occurs and e2 has not yet' occurred. A high lev~1 event defined with
NOT is given the time stamp of the first operand (i.e. the operand which did occur), and it
. ..,
is only triggered with a TRUE value. Note that once the ~econd operand in a NOT
operation has occurred, the NOT event -will no longer be triggered for the remainder of
. .
the distributed program's life. This is a limitation which may be changed at some point in
the future.
2.1.10 The NOTBTWN Operator
The NOTBTWN (not between) operator is similar to the between event described
In [6]. This operator requires three operands. The event "e1 NOTBTWN e2 e3" is
triggered if e2 happens before e3, and el does not occur anywhere in between the
occurrences of e2 and e3. In a way, this is an enhanced THEN operator. It is triggered
when,t~ is a recognition of "e2 THEN e3", and there are no occurr~nces of el within
th~ time period covered by the THEN event. There is. one important difference, however,
between the actual THEN event described above and the THEN event recognized as part
ofNOTBTWN. As previously described and shown in Figure 2, the THEN operator (as
well as most other high level operators) use occurrences as close as possible in time in the
high level event recognition. The THEN event used as part of NOTBTWN does not take
this approach. Since the user wants to ensure that no occurrences of a certain event
14
\.
occurred between the occurrences of two other events, occurrences of th()se two eve!1ts
which .are far apart in time are ~tilized. In fact, for the event "e1 NOTBTWN e2 e3",
EVEREST takes the first e2 it finds, and matches it with the first occurrence of e3 it finds
after that e2 (since it is looking for "e2 THEN e3"). The occurrences connected with the
, .
dotted-lines in Figure 3 show which occurrences of the operands would be recognized in
this event. The NOTBTWN operator can only be triggered with a TRUE value, and
operand occurrence information which is time stamped before the operands' of the--
NOTBTWN recognition is thrown out upon r.ecognition of the NOTBTWN event. A
high level event defined using the NC?TBTWN operator inherits u the time stamp of the
second operand in the THEN event which is part of the NOTBTWN operation. For
example, the event " el NOTBTWN e2 e3" would inherit the time stamp of e3.
e1
e2 e2 e2 e2
......~..
. ' ~~ .
Figure 3 -- A NOTBTWN Recognition
)
)
)
c
2.1.11 The SIMULT Operator
TheSIMULT operator is only defined in terms of the vector clo~k time view
protocol, an.d does not apply to other protocols. This operator is used to determine actual
simultaneity between the occurrences of its operands, using vector clocks (which will be
described in Section 2.3). This method is a direct implementation of the simultaneity
detection method described in [1]. The event "e1 SIMULT e2" is recognized when el and
e2 have the value TRUE simultaneously at some actual moment in time. When recognized,
15
'.
an event defined with the SIMULT operator is trigger~d with the value TRUE, and the
system throws out all stored operand occurrence information, except for the last
occurrence of each operator. This information is required in recognizing future
occurrences of the SIMULT event. Note that the same simultaneity detection method
which is implemented for the SIMULT operator is also implemented as a time view
protocol. This protocol, known as the real simyltaneity protocol, will be discussed in
Section 23. Using the real simultaneity protocol instead ofthe SIMULT operator has the
added advantage that the detection method can be applied to the comparison operators"'"
(EQUAL, NE, LESS, LE, GREATER, GE). For example, if the event
. tIel GREATER e2" uses the real simultaneity protocol, then EVEREST will recognize
when the value of event el is greater then the value of e2, with the operand values existing
simultaneously.
2.1.12 Value Operators
High level events which monitor the relationship between the values of their
operands are defined using value operators. In EVEREST, the value operators are OR,
AND, EQUAL, NE, LESS, LE, GE, and GREATER.
(a) el OR e2:=TRUE
e2=TRUE
el=FALSE
:e2~FALSE:
)
(b) el OR e2:=FALSE
Figure 4 -- Two Recognitions of OR
16 .
2.1.13 The OR Operator
The simplest of the value operators is the OR operator. The ~vent :'el OR e2"js •.
TRUE when ~ither e1 or e2 occurs with a value which is not FALSE (or not 0, if one of
,; . , r •
the operands is a value primitive event). Since this i~ a valu€diigh level operator, an l;:vent
defined using OR can be triggered with either ~a TRUE or FALSE value. EVEREST
attempts to only trigger the OR event whenever the state of the condition changes, ,
. r .
however this may not always be possible due to event information arriving out of order.
The condition is initially assumed to be FALSE. Whenever there is an occurrence of el or
e2 which is not FALSE, the OR event is triggered with the value TRUE. If, at some point
r later in the program, el and e2 become FALSE at the same time according to the time
view protocol being used, then the OR event will be triggered with the value FALSE. In
Figure 5, the event "el OR e2" would initially have the value FALSE. When an
occurrence of e1 is received with the value TRUE, the event "e1 OR e2" will be triggered
with the value TRUE, as shown. Note that subsequent occurrences of el and e2do not
cause the event "e1 OR e2" to be triggered until both e1 and e2 become F,ALSE. If this
condition does occur, the event "e1 OR e2" is triggered again, but this time with the value
FALSE. When an OR event is recognized, it is time stamped with the last operand to
change it's value. In the figure, the first recognition of the OR event takes the time stamp
of the first el occurrence, and the second recognition of the OR event takes the time
stamp of the last e2 occurrence.
Upon a potential recognition of any event which uses a value operator, operand
occurrence information is discarded up to' the time of the operand occurrences used in the
recognition and can no longr be used in future recognitions. For the OR eve~t, a
potential recognition occurscVafter every operand occurrence. In some cases operand
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occurrence information is thrown out, even though the event is not actually triggered. For,
, '
example, if there is a series of potential 'OR recognitions with the value TRUE,
EVEREST will only trigger the first of these potential recognitions. However, occurrence
information will be thrown' out after all of the potential recognitions. In Figure 5, the OR
event could, ha~.e potentially been triggered with the value TRUE after all of the
occurrences of el and after the first occurrence of e2, -and could have been potentially
triggered with the value FALSE after the last occurrence of e2. Even thoughyonly two of
these p~tential recognitions of the OR event were actually triggered, operand occurrence.
,-. ,."'"')
fiUormationis discarded after ~1I of rlle potential recognitions. Note that the most recent
state of the OR event (i,e. TRUE or FALSE) is always remembered, as well as the time at
which that state was last updated or checked. If the system receives operand occurrence
information about occurrences 'before the OR event's state was last updated or checked,
the newly received information will trigger the OR event with the appropriate value and
time stamp. This may lead to a number of OR recognitions in a row with the same value,
but this situation is necessary in order to have on-the-fly monitoring of a program.
-.J
2.1.14 The AND Operator
A high level event defined using the AND operator is TRUE when bOth of its
. ~
operands hold TRUE at the same time, in terms of the time protocol being used. When
either of the operands is FALSE, the high level event defined using.:.AND is FALSE. An
event using this operator is triggered when the state of the condition changes, or when
~knowiedge about its most recent state is time stamped after the new recognition, just like
the OR operator. The event will 'take the time stamp of the last operand which' caused the
condition to change. Also, operand occurrence information' is thrown out in a similar
manner to the OR operator.
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2.1.15 The EQUAL, NE, lESS, LE, GREATER, and GE Operators
The EQUAL, NE (not equal), LE~§ Oess than), LE (less than or eq~al to),
GREATER (greater than), and GE (greater than or equal tq), ~ve all of the
characteristics of the AND operator, except that instead of checking for. both operands
being TRUE, they check for the condition corresponding to. the' operator being TRUE.
For example, if el is a primitive event defined to monitor the value of some variable x,
then a high level event "el GREATER 12" could be used to monitor the condition x>12.
-The event will be triggered with the value TRUE whenever x is changed to a value which
is greater than 12, and it will be triggered with the value FALSE ifx is changed to a value
less or equal to 12. Note that these comparison operators take the time stamp of the last
operand which caused the condition to change, as with the AND operator. In addition,
these operators throw out operand occurrence information in exactly the same manner that
the AND operator does, where occurrences time stamped before the operand occurrences
used in the recognition are discarded..
2.2 Event Monitors
Given the set of primitive and high level events, modules must be provided which
are capable of collecting and processing information in order to recognize event
~
occurrences. In EVEREST, an application's events are recognized by special processes or
procedures within processes called event monitors. A number of event recognition systems
have been developed which concentrate primarily on providing the capability of event
recognition. Therefore, these systems took a fixed approach to the placement of these
event monitors [2,3,6,8]. Since EVEREST was designed as an event recognition testbed,
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it emphasizes flexibility in the placement of event monitors and allocation of monitoring
responsibilities among those monitors.
In EVEREST, event monitoring can be performed at anyone of three different
types of ev.ent monitors: Component Monitors, Evaluation Monitors, and a Central
Monitor. For any given set of events, the user defines exactly where the monitoring of
thC?se events is performed. Monitoring can be split up equally or unequally between any of
,
the three monitor types. If any monitor is not used, it will not be activated. The steps
needed to define a specific monitoring configuration will b,e discussed in Chapter 3. Before
~
doing sO,it is important to understand the differences between the various monitor types.
A Component Monitor isan event monitor which is linked with one of the user'~
application processes. _Component Monitors serve two purposes. First, Component
Monitors can accept event information directly from the application process to which they
are linked. All monitored processes in the system will contain inserted monitoring
statements which will inform EVEREST when a potential primitive event occurs.
Component Monitors directly collect this information, time stamp it (using the defined
time protocol), and send it to be evaluated. Second, Component Monitors can actually
perform evaluation locally on the information they collect. In fact, Component Monitors
are fully implemented monitors, which can even receive event occurrence information
from other processes in the system. While Component Monitors do add some overhead to
the application process to which they are linked, they are only active when they receive
new event information. Some form of a Component Monitor exists as a part of every
monitored process of the user's application. However, theuser can choose not to give any
evaluation responsibilities to a Component Monitor. The Computer Monitor will still exist,
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\but only in the sense that it is used to collect, time stamp: .and forward. event information
from its linked process to other monitors. In that case, the Component Monitor's event
evaluation code would not be active.
Evaluation Monitors are independent monitors which are not linked with any of
the user's application processes. They can be located on the same machine as an
application process; or on a machine on which no ~pplication processes are executing.
There can be as many or as few Evaluation Monitors in the monitoring system as the u~er J
desires. The user can even choose not to use any Evaluation Monitors. On the other
extreme, there can be more than one Evaluation Monitor per machine. The purpose of an
Evaluation Monitor is to receive and process event information sent to it from other
L
monitors, and perhaps forward event information to other monitors as necessary.
The Central Monitor is a monitor linked into EVEREST's Central
Communication Module (CCM). The CCM is the process which manages and
coordinates the c'Onfiguration of the entire monitoring system. All of the responsibilities of
.. the CCM will be described in detail in Chapter 4. Once the system is up and running,
however, the CCM's duties are limited. Thus, if the user chooses to do so, it is possible to
assign th~CCM monitoring responsibilities.
2.3 Time Protocols
Due to the lac~ of a synchronized, global clock in a distributed system, monitoring
systems such as EVEREST must use time view protocols to capture and represent
meaningful perspectives of a computation's activity. Each time protocol has.J!dvantages
and disadvantages. Some protocols incur more oyerhead than others, and some provide
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more meaningful information than others. In EVEREST, the user can choose from a
number of different time protocols for the evaluation of each event. This c~pability allows
the user to test the overhead associated with each time protocol, as well as the usefulness
,
of the information provided by each protocol. EVEREST provides four time view
protocols: Local Clocks, Vector Clocks, Simultaneous Regions, and Real Simultaneity.
2.3.1 Local Clock Time View Protocol
The simplest time view protocol available in EVEREST is the use of local clocks.
Event occurrences which use the local clock protocol are simply time stamped with their
local" processor's clock when they are detected. On the machines for which EVEREST is
currently implemented, the local clock values are represented as two integers, one for
seconds and one for microseconds. To determine an ordering between two event
occurrences, the two numbers of each local clocktime stamp are compared.Eirstthe-
'seconds' values are compared. If one is greater, then that event occurrence is considered
to be ordered after the 'other event occurrence. If the 'seconds' values are equal, then the
'microseconds~lues are compared. If one of these values is greater, then the event
occurrence with the higher 'valued microsecond time stamp is ordered after the other event
occurrence. In the unlikely event that both the 'seconds' values and the 'microseconds'
values are both equal, the events ar~ not considered to be ordered. Note that while this
method incurs very little overhead on the processes, it does not guarantee an accurate
view of the order in which the events occurred across processors. Even if all of the
processors in the distributed system synchronize their local clocks before the execution of
the program begins, there will still be some drift between the clocks during the execution
of the program. These drifts between clocks could result in an inaccurate ordering
between events.
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2.3.2 Vector Clock Time View Protocol
The ve~tor clock time view protocol [1,6] is based directly on the concept of
Lamport lo~ical clocks [7]. To maintain vector clocks, a vector of integers of size n,
where n is the number of processes involved in the distributed program, is maintained at
each process. As each event occurs at a process or a process sends or receives a message,
that process increments the vector element corresponding to itself In other word~, if an· .
event happens at process 5, theri process 5 increments the fifth elenrencof its y,ector by
one. Whenever one of the processes involved in the distributed program sends a message,
"-/
the sending process's current vector is attached to the message. When a process i"eceives
a message, it updates its vector by comparing each element in its current vector to the
vector it received with the message, and taking the greater of the two as the new vector
element. Figure 5 shows an example of three processes maintaining vector clocks. Each
vertical line represents a process, and each point on the line represents an event
occurrence. The arrows between the vertical lines represent messages between the
processes. The corresponding vector clock values of each event are shown.
'\
!
(
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When a primitive event using vector clocks occurs, it is given the current vector
value of the process at which the event occurred. Let (X[i] represent the element of the
(1,0,0)
(l<\o,(2,0,v) .
(3,4,4)
P3
(0,0,1)
(0,0,2)
(0,0,3)
(0,0,4)
(0,0,5)
Figure 5 -- Vector Clock Maintenance
vector time stamp of event occurrence x corresponding to process i. Suppose there is an
occurrence ofsom~ event el at process i and some evente2 at process). Occurrence el is
known to be ordered before e2 if the following condition holds:
1"1 [i] ~ 1"2 [i] and 1"1 [j] ~ t e2 [j]
If it is known that e1 is not ordered before e2, and e2 is not ordered before el, then the
event occurrences el and e2 are said to be concurrent. As mentioned earlier; concurrency
between event occurrences can be tested directly with EVEREST's CONC operator.
Any events which are determined to be ordereo by the vector clock time view
protocol are guaranteed to actu<.llly be ordered. However, not all events which actually
were orde'red will be detected as'ordered. The two events shown in Figure 6 are ordered
in real time. Because the two processes did not exchange a message between e1 and e2,
-,-~ ..---~-~~-- ~~~_.~-----~_._~.~-.~- ~-------~---- ..----------~~----~.I
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thi~dering will unfortunately not be detected by vector clocks. Note that vector clocks
do add some overhead to the processes which- use them. There' is communication
overhead, since the vector must be attached to the user's messages. There is, also
processing overhead, because the vector values must be updated 'whenev~r there is an
event or communication occurs. It also~should be noted that concurrency and simultaneity
are not equivalent. In other words, even though vector clocks determine that two events
are concurrent, it is not necessarily the case that they happened at the same time. It only
indicates that an ordering between the event occurrences couid not be determined. Since
the vectors are only updated when two processes communicate, the amount of information
provided by the vector clock protocol is directly related to the number of messages
involved in a distributed computation. If two processes do not communicate (directly or
~ - .. .-
indirectly) for an hour, then all of the events which occur during that hour would be
---------~ ..........
considered concurrent, even though they obviously did not happen at the same time.
EVEREST's handling and maintenance of vector clocks is completely transparent
to the user and the user's distribut~d program. A process's vector i~automatically sent
along with a message when one of the user's processes sends a message. That vector is
automatically intercepted and processed by EVEREST when it is received by the receiving
process. EVEREST's vector clock "vectors" are not implemented as a fixed vector.
Instead of being referenced by an index number, each element in the vector is actually
I
"-
referenced by three fields (process name, machine name, thread number), which uniquely
identifies every process in the, system. With this implementation, if~the number of
processes involved in a distributed program grows, the vector used to maintain vector
clocks can also grow. In order to keep the message overhead associated with vector
clocks low, the vectors are actually sent as a fixed size array. If the number of processes in
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'the system exceeds the size of this fixed array, then the vector clock will be broken up into
multiple fixed sized array which will be sent consecutively. The size of this fixed array is a
...
parameter which is easily tunable by the user.
2.3.3 Real Simultaneity Time-View Protocol
A time view protocol used by ~VEREST which is directly related to vector clocks
is the real $imultaneity protocol. This protocol is a direct implementation of the
e2
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e2
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pre pre
e2 e2'~'
prey prey
(a) Lemma 1 (b) Lermria 2
Figure 7 -- Examples of Real Simultaneity
simultaneity detection algorithm described in [1]. This method uses vector clocks to
determine whether or not the operands of a high level event held certain values
simultaneously at some point in time. This is done through the application of two lemmas
which compare !!le vector clock values of the most recent recognitions of those events and
the previous recognitions of those events. As an example, suppose there is a recognition of
event el. Let elprev be the previous recognition of that same event at the same process
(i.e. the recognition directly preceding el). Similarly, suppose there is an event recognition
~ of e2, and let e2prev be the previous recognition of that same event at the same process.
The first lemma states that e1prev and e2prev were simultaneous if elprev was ordered
before e2, and e2prev was ordered before el. These orderings are determined using the
'·e~_•.•~•._·._""·~ '. "''' _ -.,,_ .. " ~. __ -' ..••._. -••~_-_\_- ~.__-~~--.-__ ...._.... ,"" ..
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appropriate vector clock values. The second lemma states ,that e1prev and e2prev were
I
simultaneous if d prev wa~ ordered before e2prev' and e2prev was ordered before el.
Again, t~e/ orderings are determined using tne appropriate vector clock values. While
attempting- to recognize an event using the real simultaneity time protocol, EVEREST
. .
applies both of these lemmas to the stored operand occurrence information. Proofs of
these lemmas are given in [It and a~ example of each lemma is shown in Figure 7. In the
figure, the arrows represent messages, and the shaded regions show the peri09 of time
over which the values o£.e1prev and e2prev apply simultaneously.
An advantage of the real simultaneity time view protocol is that this protocol can
detect when a certain condition actually existed at some moment in time. Other protocols
implemented in EVEREST may give consistent views of the system, but none can detect
when the values of a high level event's operands actually existed simultaneoU£,ly at some
point in time. Also, since vector clocks are used with this protocol, no additional messages
(other than the vector clock values attached to the application's messages) are needed in
order to determine the simultaneity. The real simultaneity protocol also shares the major
disadvantage of vector clocks. If there is a low amount of communication between
processes, there is a low probability that a real simultaneous event will be detected.
Note that due to its semantics, the real simultaneity protocol only applies to the
comparison operators, and it should not be applied to events which use any other
operator. Also note that any primitive events which are involved in a real simultaneity high
level event should be monitored using the vector clock protocol, since the vector clock
values are needed in order to apply the real simultaneity lemmas.
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2.3.4 Simultaneous RegiQ..n Time.view Protocol
The final time view protocol which is implemeQ.ted in EVEREST IS the
simultaneous region piotocol.lhis protocol is an implementation of simultaneous regions
as described in [9]. When consideriI)g this protocol, it is important to note that events are
defined in a hierarchical fashion. A high level· event can be thought of as it tree, with the
leaves representing primitive events, and the nodes representing high 'level operator~ (see
·A
)\ ~
el e2 e4 A
e3 e5
Figure 8 -- Hierarchical Event Definition
Figure 8 for an example). A complication to this model is that both primitive and high
level events can be operands of mole than one high level event, and therefore can be found
in more than one "tree." A primitive event's group consists of all primitive events which
are.leaves of every event tree in which the primitive event is involved.
In order to maintain simultaneous regions, every primitive event must maintain an
integer value known as its region number, which is initially given the value zero.
Whenever a particular primitive event occurs, it increments its own'region number by one,
and the system gives the event occurrence the new region number as a time stamp. The
monitoring system must also inform all other events in the primitive event's group of its
new region number. If one of these events has a region number which is lower than the
new region number, it will set its current region number to the new region number. If any
, ..
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events in the" primitive event's group are not being monitored locally, then a message is
sent to all other 'processes which are monitoring one or more of the events in the primitive
event's .group. This message \viIi contain the updated region number of the primitive event.
When it is received by a process, that process will update the region number: of all of the
event~ in the primitive event's group which it is monitoring. To cOmpare the time stamps
of two events which use the simultaneous region protocol, it is sufficient to compare"the
event's region numbers. If the region numbers are different, the events are considered
ordered, with the event with the higher region number being ordered ~fter the event with
the lower region number.
Unlike vector clocks, the simultaneous region protocol does not rely on an
application's communication between processes for update. Instead, expliciL uIJdate
messages are sent whenever a change in a given event occurs. This being the case,
simultaneous regions will provide the user with more information than vector clocks in
cases where there is a low amount of interprocess communication. It should be noted,
. .
however, that the explicit, extra messages generated by the simultaneous region protocol
will most likely incur more overhead on the application than the vector clock protocol.
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3. Using EVEREST to Monitor an Application
The environment in which EVEREST has be~ implemented consists of netv.:orked
IBM RS 6000 workstations running under the AIX operating system. Clusters of
workstations are connected via Ethernet and a number of these clusters are connected via
a fiber backbone. EVEREST is written in the language C, and it is assumed that the user's
,
program will also be implemented in C.
Due to a number ofutility programs which automate the procedure, monitoring an
application with EVEREST is not a difficult process. Although not required, it is
recommended that EVEREST is used within an X-Windows environment, so that the user
has access to EVEREST's Graphical User Interface for both inputting events and viewing
event occurrences as the application executes. Each of the steps which needs to be taken
in order to monitor an application is shown inFigure 9. All of these steps will be discussed
in this chapter, as well as some important related impiementation notes about the utility
programs.
Event
Script
Startup and
Evaluation'
Routines
Application Code
and monitoring
statements
Component
Monitor
Central
Communication
Module
Figure 9 -- Preparing an Application for Use with EVEREST
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3.1 Using the 'scan' Utility
The first step which must be taken in order to use EVEREST with a distributed
application is to use a code scanner to insert monitoring statements into the application's
code. This utility, called scan, must be run on every file containing C code which is
involved in the distributed application. In most cases, it will not be nece~sary to run scan
on header and include files. To run scan on an application file called 'myfile.c', simply
type: 'scan myfile.c' at th~ AIX prompt. The code contained in 'myfile.c' will then be
scanned and altered as needed by EVEREST. The original, unaltered file will be renamed
to 'myfile.c.old'.
!he scan program is responsible for preparing each of the code files it processes
for use with EVEREST. It will aut9'matically make a number of changes to each file. First,
it will insert monitoring statements into the code whenever it finds a call to a procedure
which EVEREST is capable of monitoring. For example, EVEREST can monitor the
procedures 'fprintf, 'fscanf, 'fork', 'socket', and many others. These procedures are actually
listed at the top of the code for the scan utility, in t~e file 'scan.c', and this list can be easily
changed'to add more procedures. The monitoring statement, which consists ofa call t6 the'
monitoring procedure 'Post', will usually be inserted using the comma operator. In C, the
'\.
comma operator causes each of its operands to be executed sequentially. If used carefully,
the comma operator can effectively' be used, to insert monitoring statements and not
disturb the actual execution of the code.
'Post', the monitoring procedure which IS called by the inserted monitoring
statements takes five, parameters. The first two are integer parameters which uniquely
':"'e>.'.:..-'-l.O:'.::':-; .".:.o.,--, ...=.rt'"' ~._------..,.,---_ ...---'-,-~--~.--_ .._~---- ~-r.~ '~'.~"_'r .. ,"""- ··__" ._._~--~;':.T'_",--::_.
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identify the exact event type. The first integer identifies the primitive event type (value,
processifunction, or item). The second integer identifies the specific primitive event within
that type. The third parameter in the 'Post' call is a string corresponding to the name of
the procedure in which the event occurred. The fourth parameter is only used with
primitive events which are related some variable. If this is the case, this parameter is the
string name of the variable, otherwise it is a zero length string. Finally, the last parameter
is the value which the event will take if a recognition occurs. As an example of how the
scan utility inserts these 'Post' calls, suppose scan comes across the following line o&code:
fprintf(stdout, "Hello world\n");
.Since 'fprintf is a monitored procedure, the scan utility would add a call to the 'Post'
procedure in the following manner:
fprintf(stdout,"Hello world\n"), Post(121,30,"main","",1);
In the above call to 'Post', the numbers 121 and 30 would be identifiers which the
monitoring system can use to identify the 'tprintf call. The field "main" identifies the'
procedure in which the 'fprintf was executed. Because there is no variable associated with
an 'tprintf event, the fourth parameter is not used. Finally, the parameter I is the value
associated with the potential event involving the 'tprintf.
It is important to note that in C, the comma operator returns the value and type of
its rightmost operand. In the above example, it would return the value and type of the
'Post' call. In most cases, this is not a problem, because the 'assignment' operator actually
takes precedence over the comma operator. Thus, if a 'Post' call is appended to some
.
statement which is part of an assignment, the variable which is being assigned is still given
the proper value. The following statement demonstrates this:
x=read lfd, &buffer, 32), Post (121',45, "main", '''' ,1) ;
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The above statement assigns the variable x the correct value, because x is assigned the
J
return value of 'read' before the Post call is executed. Note, however, that if the above
assignment. were in the evaluated expression of an 'if statement, an incorrect value would
be returned to the 'if. More specifically, the return value of Post would be returned to the
'if. To solve this problem, scan handles these cases by actually placing the assignment as
the last parameter to the Post call, and this value is returned by Post. An example follows:
if (Post(121,45,"rnain","",x=read(fd,&buffer,32))
Since, at present, only integer types can be monitored by EVEREST, this solution is
adequate. Another solution would be to have added the variable to the end of the
statement with another comma operator (i.e. after the Post call). The scan utility may use
this solution in the future as the system is expanded to monitor more types.
After inserting the above described :monitoring statements, scan will then insert
monitoring calls for variable assignments. This will be done for all variables which are
listed in a file wit~ the same name as the '.c' file, except that it has the extension '.var'
instead of '.e'. For example, the variable for the file 'myprog.c' would be listed in
'myprog.var'. If no such file exists, the scan program will print out a warning, and no
variable assignments will be monitored. The '.var' file should contain a list of integer
variable names with one variable name listed on each line. The 'Post' monitoring
statements will be inserted in the same manner as described in above.
Finally, scan will make a few other needed changes. It will create a new mainO
procedure in the C file which contains the application's main, and rename the old main to!:
'_main'. This new main will perform the needed monitoring system initialization, and then
call the old main with the normal parameter,s. All of the 'exit' calls will also be replaced
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with '_exit' calls. This '_exit' procedure will be inserted into the code automatically, and it
will perform some system shut down work before exiting. The procedures 'read' and 'write'
will be replaced by 'Jead' and '_write' so that EVEREST can append vector clock time
stamps onto the end of the messages if the vector clock time view protocol is being used.
. .
The procedures 'accept' and 'connect' will be replaced by '_accept' and '_connect'. Th~ new
'_accept' and '_connect' procedures will block the signals used by EVEREST before
performing the 'accept' or 'connect' operation. If this precaution wltre ~not taken, signals
used by EVEREST could interrupt the 'accept' or 'connect' call, and thus they would faiL
Finally, all 'fork' calls will be replaced by 'jork'. The new 'jork'·procedure will perform
the needed initialization in the new child procedure.
All of the changes which scan makes should not affect the execution of the
program (other than the fact that it will be hooked up to EVEREST). The monitoring
statements will slow down the code, but no unexpected results should be seen. Note that
,
scan fully instruments the code. In other words, all possible 'Post' calls are inserted. A
future erihancement will be to allow partial code instrumentation, which would only insert
'Post' calls directly related to defined primitive events. This would be achieved by reading
the event script (described in the next section) for defined primitive events. This would
also eliminate the need for the variable list ('.var') file. In the meantime, partial code
instrumentation can be achieved by manually inserting the 'Post' calls into -the code, or by
editing the 'Post' calls inserted by scan.
3.2 Use of the 'parser' Utility
.
After the code has been scanned, the next step in monitoring an application with
EVERE~T is to define the events. This is accomplished through the "r~ation of an event
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.script. An event script is a text file containing a list of commands which define a set of
~
events. This script is then parsed by an event script parser. This parser processes the user's
event script and produces a file which can be reaa directly by EVERES-T-'s Central
_Communication Module (CCM). This file explicitly defines all events in the same format
J.
as they are stored internally by the system. This internal storage of the eVent definitions is
referred to as the event table.
JustJike the language C, the event script parser is case sensitive. Therefore, it is
important to only use lowercase for commands. However, it. is acceptable to use upper
and lower case as appropriate for variable names, function names, executable names,
machine names. It is also acceptable to use upper and lower case for event names, as
needed. For example, the event el is a different event from the event El.
The event script can be entered using any of the usual text editors, or it can be
generated automatically using the X-Windows Graphical User Interface. A picture of the
.interface is shown in Appendix 2. It can be started by typing 'Xinput' at the AIX prompt.
This interface actually provides an environment from which the user can run the event
script parser, view and edit his or her files, as well as start the application and monitoring
system. Different attributes of the events are set through dialog windows which are
brought up frO!TI the 'Events' menu. A window allowing the user to view and change the
currently defined events can be brought up from the 'Output' menu. Finally, the event
script parser and the monitoring system itself can be started from the 'Run' menu.
'"
Additional details about the use of tlDs Graphical User Interface can be found under the
'Help'menu.
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Using the X-Windows user interface to build the event script has the added
advantage that the generated script will automatically use proper syntax, and any defaulL
event attributes which are not explicitly specified will be automatically filled in by the
interface. However, since the events al] ultimately defined by the event script, it is
important to understand the syntax of each command used in an event script.
3.2.1 Defining Primitive Events
To define a new primitive event, a command of the following form is used in the
event script:
primitive <name> is <type> [<variable>] [<funcname>]
In EVEREST, every defined event has some symb'olic name associated with it. The
symbolic name ~f a primitive event is specified in the field <name>. A name can ~ any
string of letters or digits, as long as at least one character in the name is a letter. The field ..
<type> defines exactly what the primitive event will monitor. The types which are
currently implemented in EVEREST are shown' in Table 2, although this list is easily
,
expandable. The <variable> field is used to specifY a variable name for those, primitive
event types which require a variable. Finally, <funcname> specifies a function name for
those primitive event types which require it, or if the recognitions of this primitive event
are to be limited to occurrences within the specific function specified in this field. For
example, consider the following primitive event definitions:
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TABLE 2: Event Script Primitive Event Types
Value primitive events
~.
< e>
intvalue
charvalue
< e>
fucenter
fucexit
rocexec
rocfork
rocexit
What < e> monitors
inte er value of<variable>
character value of<variable>
ProcesslFunction Primitive Events
What < e> monitors
enter function <function>
exit function <function>
rocess calls 'exec'
rocess calls 'fork'
rocesscalls 'exit'
Item Primitive Events
<type> What <type> monitors -
access accessing <variable>
assign assigning <variable>
fopen process calls 'fopen'
fprintf process calls 'fprintf
fclose process calls 'fclose'
creat process calls 'creat'
open process calls 'open'
pipe process calls 'pipe'
socket process calls 'socket'
connect process calls 'connect'
bind process callS'blnd'
listen process calls 'listen'
accept process calls 'accept' -
read process calls 'read'
"
write process calls 'write'
-
close process calls 'close'
signal process calls 'signal'
kill process calls 'kill'
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primitive el is fopen foo
primitive e2 is fopen
primitive e3 is intvalue x main
Event e1 will be recognized when~ver 'fopen' is called wit.llln the procedure 'foo', while
event e2 will be recognized whenever 'fopen' is called within any function. Event e3 will
occur any time the variable x is assigned a new value in the procedure 'main'.
3.2.2 Making Primitive Events More Specific
I
By default, a ~he system will atteI~,Pt to recognize a defined primitive event at
every process involved in the distributed program. In most cases, however, it.will be
desirable to restrict the recognitions of an event to a specific process. This can be
accomplished using the following command:
place -<name> at <executable> <machine> <instance>
The <name> field will contain the symbolic name of the event:which is being restricted, or
the word all. If all is used, then the event script parser will assume that the place
command refers to all primitive events which are defined fQlIowing it, up to the next
,
place all command in the script. The fields <executable>, <machine>, and <instance> are
used to uniquely identify a process. The field <executable> corresponds to the executable
name of the process, or the word every. If the word every is used, this indicates that the
user does not wish to restrict this particular event to a specific executable name. Thus, the
even~ will be recognized at all executables which meet the remaining restriction of the
place command. The field <machine> is used to specify the machine name to which the
event will be restricted. This field can also contain the word every, in which case the event
will be recognized at processes at every machine which meet the other criteria of the pla~e
command. Finally, the field <instance> is used to refer to the instance number of a given
executable name at a given machine. For example, if three instances of an executable
'myprog' are started at a machine saturn, then the __~~sta~~__~~I~_~~L~~ used J_o _
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/distinguish between these executables. The first 'myprog' to start up on saturn will be
po
i~stance 1, the second will be instance 2, and the third will be instance 3. As with the other
two fields, <instance> can also contain the'word every, which indicates that this event is
to be recognized at every instance of a process which meets the other. criteria of the place
command.
It should be noted a place command may be applied to a specific event after a
place all, and the restriction set by the new command will override the restriction set by
the place all. For example, consider the following set of commands:
place all at myprog saturn 1
primit~ve el is ~open
primitive e2 is fclose
place e2 at myprog jupiter every
primitive e3 is fprintf main
In this example, all events following the first line have been restricted to
[myprog, saturn, 1], where 'myprog' is the process name, 'saturn' is the machine name, and
'I' is the instance number of the executable 'myprog' on 'saturn'. However, the fourth line
restricts e2 to [myprog, jupiter, every]. Thus, the end result is that el and e3 are restricted
to [myprog, saturn, 1], while e2 is restricted to [myprog, jupiter, every]. The restrictions
on e1 and e3 are actually restrictions to a specific process on a specific machine. The
restriction on 1Puse the wild card 'every' in the instance field. Therefpre, the event e2 is
restricted to every instance of'myprog' on the machine ~upiter'.
3.2.3 Defining High Level Events
To define a new high level event, a command of the following form is used in the
- ,
event script:
highlevel <nam~> is <opl>'<operator> <op2> [<op3>]
'.. ,--., .. -_._-_ .._--_.---------_._-_.. -- --~.._-- ------------------
As with primitive events, all high level events are given a symbolic name, which will be
- ' .
contained in the field <name:=:. The name of a high level event can also be any string
consisting of letters and .digits, and at least one of the characters in the name must be a
letter. The filed <op1> is the symbolic name of the event which corresponds to the first
operand of the high level event being defined. The <operator> field is the name of the
operator being used for this high level event. A list of high level event operators is shown
~ .
in Table 1. In most cases, <op2> will be the symbolic name of the second operand of this
high level event. If the operator being used is COUNT, then <op2> will be an integer
value specifying the counted value. If the operator being used is one of the comparison
operators, then <op2> will be either the symbolic name of the second operand, or an
integer-value to· which the first operand will be compared. If a high level event· r.equires
three operands, such as with the NOTBTWN operator, then <op3> will contain the
symbolic name of the third operand. An example script whic~ defines a number of high
level events follows:
place all at rnyprog saturn 1
primitive el is fopen
primitive e2 is fclose
highlevel El is el then e2
primitive e3 is· intvalue x
highlevel E2 is e3 equal 20
In the above example script, the high level event El will be recognized when 'fclose' is
~
called after 'fopen' is called. The high level event E2 will be recognized when the value of
some variable x is assigned a value equal to 20.
3.2.4 Specifying Goal Events
Since high level events combine other events (primitive and high level), the user
may not be....directly interested in the occurrence of all events. If the user defines a complex
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high level eve~t, and the system informs the user about the occurrences of every primitive
or high level event which is a part of the complex high level event, the massive amount of
displayed information may overwhelm the user. A more useful approach would be to allow
the user to select exactly which events he or she would like to have displayed upon
recognition of that event. In EVEREST, event occurrences are not displayed by default.
Instead, the user must explicitly state which events are to have their recognitions
displayed. This is accomplished through the use ofthe following command:
goal <name>
The <name> field will contain the symbolic name of the event which is to have its
occurrences displayed to the user. In t~e following example event script, tfie user will be
informed when some variable x becomes greater than 10:
primitive el is intvalue x
highlevel El is el greater 10
goal El
Note that both primitive and high level events can be made into goal events.
3.2.5 Specifying Time View Protocols
As described in Chapter 2, EVEREST supports four different time view protocols.
The user can specifY which time protocol is to be used for a given event through the use of
the following event script command:
protocol <name> is <time_view_protocol>
The <name> field will contain the sym~olic name of event for which the time protocol is
being specified, or it will contain the word all. The protocol all command can be used to
specifY the time view protocol of a group of events, in the same manner that the place all
command can specifY the process restriction for a group of primitive events. The
<time_view-protocol> field contains an abbf~viMion for one QLthuime~eW-protocols- _
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which EVEREST supports. All of the s~pported time view protocols, and their
abbreviations, are shown in Table 3. Note that different time protocols are permitted for
different events. However, any related events, or event in the same group, must use the
same time view protocol.
TABLE 3: Time View Protocol Abbreviations
<time view rotocol>
Ie
vc
sr
rs
3.2.6 Localizing Events
Time view rotocol
local clocks
vector clocks
simultaneous re .ons
real simultaneity
For certain high level events, ,the user may wish to know when the event occurs
locally at each process. This can be accomplished by making an event local. Making an
event local is also referred to as setting the oneyeryrocess attribute of the event to
TRUE. To make an event local, use the following event script command:
local <name>
The <name> fiel~ specifies the symbolic name of the event which is being made local. Due
to the semantics·ofthe oneyeryrocess attribute, only high level events can be made local
event. As an example of the usefulness of this command, consider a distributed application
which uses twenty distributed processes. Suppose the user of this system would like to be
informed when each process opens and then closes a file. This can be accomplished by
defining two primitive events which will be recognized at every proceSS",one which
recognizes 'fopen' and one which recognizes 'fclose'. Finally, a local, high level event is
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defined which combines these two primitive events with the THEN operator. Thus, the
event script would look as follows:
place all at every every every
primitive el is fopen
primitive e2 is fclose
highlevel El is el then e2
local El
gpal El iF
3.2.7 Specifying Monitoring Responsibilities
For eacR defined event, the responsibility of monitoring that event must be
assigned to some monitor. Since a given monitor is not active unless it is assigned
monitoring responsibilities, the assignment of events to monitors directly determines the
configuration of the monitoring system. When a monitor is responsible for monitoring an
event, it .is responsible for the event's evaluation. Thus, an event's monitoring
responsibilities can be assigned using the following event scriptlcommand:
"-
eval <name> at <executable> <mach~ne> <instance>
The <name> ~eld specifies the symbolic name of the event which is having its monitoring
responsibilities assigned, or the word all. The word all can be used '~assign the
monitoring responsibilities of a group of events, in exactly the same way it was used with
'---
the place and protocol commands. The fields <executable>, <machine>, and <instance>
specify exactly which process will perform the monitoring of the event specified in
<~ame>. These three fields are used in exactly the same way they are used in the place
command. Note that the executable name of evaluation monitors is em and the executable
name of the central communication module is cern. Thus, em should be placed in the
<executable> field if the event is to be monitored at an evaluation monitor, and cern
should be placed in the <executable> field if.-the event is to be monitored at the central
monitor. Note that the word evhy can be used in the <executable>, <machine>, and
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<instance> fields in the same way it could be in the place command. However, in most
cases this is not recommencjed. To insure proper monitoring, every event should have its
evaluation responsibilities assigned to exactly one monitor. Since EVEREST performs
occurrence infofIllation routing using these three fields, whenever it sees the word every,
it does not use that field in detenruning where to route the information. One situation
where this might be useful is the case of locally evahlated primitive events. To assign the
monitoring responsibility of all primitive .events to the monitor at which the primitive
events qccur, the following command can be used at the beginning of the script:
eval all at every every every
Note that when using this command (and even when not using it), it is yery important to
assign the evaluation of all high level events to specific processes.
•
Since the monitoring configuration is directly determined by where events are
evaluated, it is important to understand how this happens. Whenever EVEREST receives
event occurrence information, it determines where that information needs to be sent. If
that monitor exists, it is sent there. If the information needs to be sent to an Evaluation
Monitor which does not exist, that Evaluation Monitor is created and the information is
sent there. Note that if an event is monitored at an Evaluation~onitor with an instance
number higher than tne existing Evaluation Monitors, then enough Evaluation Monitors
are created in order to create the needed Evaluation Monitor. For example, if an event
occurs which is monitored at [em, saturn, 4], and no Evalu~tion Monitors exist yet on the
machine saturn, then four Evaluation Monitors would be created on that machine, and the
event occurrence information would be sent to the fourth monitor created. If event
occurrence information needs to be sent to Component Monitor which does not exist, then
the information is discarded. This action is taken since Component Monitors are actually
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part of the application processes, and therefore EVEREST can not create a Component
Monitor. Thus, the information must be discarded. Event occurrence information can
always be sent to the central monitor, since an inactive central monitor is created
whenever the monitoring system starts up. That monitor will become active as soon as it
receives some event occurrence information. Details as to how EVEREST creates new
monitors will be discussed in Chapter 4.
3.2.8 Moving Evaluation Responsibilities
In order to optimize monitoring efficiency at run time, EVEREST provides the
user with the ability to move an event's monitoring responsibilities based on the some
runtime condition. This is accomplished by defining a condition event. A condition event is
. some event (primitive or high level) which will cause some othe~ event to migrate its
monitoring responsibilities from one monitor to another. The following command is used
to specify when an event should migrate:
if <condname> move <name> bo <executable> <machine> <instance>
The <condname> field specifies the symbolic name of the condition event, and the <name>
field specifies the symbolic name of the event which will migrate when <condname>
occurs. The <executable>, <machine>, and <instance> fields specify to which monitor the
event <name> should migrate. These fields are specified in the same exact way they are
specifi~ the eval command.
When <condname> occurs, all of the event operand occurrence information which
~ 'is stored at the original monitor which was evaluating <name> will be sent to the new
monitor, and the new monitor will begin monitoring the event. For example, consider the
following event script:
v
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protocol all is vc
eval all at em saturn 1
primitive el is fprintf
primitive e2 is fscanf
place el at myprog saturn 1
place e2 at myprog saturn 1
highlevel El is el then e2
highlevel E2 is el count 5
if E2 move El to em jupiter 1
goal El
In this example, the system is initially evaluating all events at an Evaluation Monitor on the
machine saturn. However, if the 'fprintf call, monitored by event el, is made five or more
times, then the high level event El will be moved to a new monitor, on the machine
jupiter. While not shown in this example, note that a given event can be migrated more
than once using multiple if...move commat.I.ds.
3.2.9 Running the Event Script Parser
Once the event script has been created using the given commands, the script mth?,
be compiled into a format which can be directly read by EVEREST. This is accomplished
through the use of the event script parse~. The event script should be created as a text file
with a name ending in the extension '.scr'. To run the event script p.arser on some file
'events.scr', simply type 'parser events.scr' at the AIX prompt. The parser will then
execute, and display any errors in the script to the screen. An example run of the parser on
an error-free event script follows:
pll18g:/home/xyzO/everest>parser events.scr
Event script Compilation Starting .
Event script Compilation Complete Press <ENTER> to exit.
If the event script parser found an error in the event script, the output of the parser might
be as in the following example:
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pll18g:/home/xyzO/everest>parser events.scr
Event Script Compilation Starting...
ERROR: Event [e2] uses undefined event
as operand 1 in script file [events.scr] line 2
Press <ENTER> to exit.
In this example the parser failed, because the user attempted to define a high level event
using an unknown event as <op1>.
A summary of all event script commands is shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4: Event Script Command Summary
command syntax purpose
primitive <name> is <type> [<variable>] [<funcname>] define a new primitive
event
place <name> ~t <executpble> <machine> <instance> restrict primitive event
recognition to a specific
process
highlevel <name> is <opl> <operator> <op2> [<op3>j define a new high level
event
goal <name> inform user when an
event occurs
protocol <name> is <time_view_protocol> set time view protocol of
an event
local <name> restricfhigh level event
~
evaluation to local
operands only
eva! <name> at <executable> <machine> <instance> assign evaluation
responsibilities of an
event
if <condname> move <name> to <~ecutable> <machine> migrate evaluation
<instance> responsibilities of an
event
3.3 Running the System
After the code has been scanned and the event script has been parsed, the next step
is to compile the system, so that the application will be properly linked in with the
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monitoring system. The compilation of EVEREST is handled by a makefile. In order to
- pro-perlyliiik-an applicatiOn-in-Witli1nel11onitoringsysterri;all of the-cornn1anasneedea to
compile the application must be placed directly in EVEREST's makefile, in the appropriate
_ r
section. This seetion is clearly marked in the makefile itself When making the changes, it
is important to link 'cm.o' in with any of the distributed application's files. The file 'cm.o'
contains all of the needed Component ¥onitor code, and therefore is needed by' every
application process.
Upon successful compilation, the application and monitoring system can now be
started. To start the monitoring system, the command 'cern' is typed at th..e AIX prompt.
The user can then start his or her application using whatever method he or she would
normally use to start the distributed application, such as remotely executing the processes
involved in the application on a number of machines. The CCM can also be run in the
background, which is achieved by type 'cern &' at the AIX prompt. Note, however, that
the CCM runs indefinitely, until the user presses [CTRL-C] to cause an interrupt. Thus, if
run in the background, the CCM process must be terminated with a 'kill' command. For
ease of use, all commands needed to start EVEREST and the distributed application can
be placed in a shell script. An example of this can be found in the file 'ruome'. Because all
of the commands to run the monitoring system and the application are in the file 'runme',
the user need -only type 'ruome' to start the entire system. Another useful example shell
script is called 'stopem'. This script will stop all processes on any of the remote machines
used by the monitoring system, including the CCM. This is useful when the user wishes to
terminate the CCM, or if the application blocks without terminating due to a bug in the
code.
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3.4 Using EVERESrs Event Occurrence Output Interface
When the monitoring system is started from within X-Windows, it will create a
process to handle event occurrence output. This process will be the Graphical User
Interface while the program is running. A number of advanced interface systems have been
aeveloped to present event occurrence information to the user in a meaningful way,
including [3]. While EVEREST's event occurrence interface is much simpler than many of
those systems, it presents the user with meaningful information in an organized way. This
interface window is shown in Appendix 1. The window presents the user with a scrollable
list of names of events which have occurred. This list is updated as new events. occur. At
, .
any time while the prograIl11smnning, the user can select "New" from the File menu, and
the list will be cleared, and then it will begin filling up with new event occurrences. To
bring up detailed information 'about any of the listed event occurrences, the user can
double-click with the mouse pointer on any of the event names listed. At any time, the
user can select "Save" from the File menu. This will allow the user to save the event
occurrence information to 'a file for later inspection. The output interface can be started
without the monitoring system by type 'Xoutput' at the AIX prompt. Once started, the
'''I
user can select "Open" from the File menu to bring up a previously saved list of event
occurrences. To exit the output interface window, select "Exit" from the File menu, or
double-click with the mouse pointer on the upper-left corner of the output interface
window.
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3.5 Using Different Communication Hardware
A recent addition to EVEREST enables it to test differences between
communication hardware. Under normal circumstances, all message-passing between
monitors takes place oyer an Ethernet connecting the workstations wJiich~ecute the
monitoring system. When the user appends I_V?' to the machine names in the ~vent script
and the 'CCMInfo' file, EVEREST automatically reconfigures all message connections to'
use a high speed ffiM Allnode multistage switch. This allows the user to easily compare
the two communication hardwares, and their impact on the monitoring system.
•
3.6 Viewing Monitor Performance Statistics
EVEREST is a versatile system, capable of testing many different aspects of event-
based monitoring systems. Due to its flexible design, the- user is capable of combining
different monitoring syste~ configurations with different time view protocols, and
different distributions of event monitoring responsibilities. In order to aid the user in
testing these various configurations, as EVEREST executes, it can generate a statistics
file, called 'ccm.stats', containing performance information about each monitor used in the
system. The format of these statistics is shown in Table 5.
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r=====---- ----.--- --- -
- --1-
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
TABLE 5: Statistics Generated By EVERE=;::S=:T=::::::==:::;
Statistics for <em,pll18a-v7.CC.Lehigh.EDU,1>:
Execution time: 63 sees, 76624 usecs
......,.--------1Messages sent: 481
Messages received: 138
Number of events processed: 158
EVENT TEST:
Average Queue Length: 21
Total Recognitions of Event: 58
Recognitions of Operand 1: 21
Recognitions of Operand 2: 20
Recognitions of Operand 3: 0
The statistics are generated for each monitor, including the component monitors which are
linked to the user's application processes. The statistics are compiled into one file when no
more application processes are active in the system. Part (1) ~ the statistics showS'the
name, machine, and instance number of the monitor. Part (2) shows the execution time of
the monitor, accurate to the nearest microsecond. This is calculated by storing the time the
monitor starts, finding the time when the monitor is about to terminate, and taking the
difference of these two times. Part (3) of the statistics shows the total number of
~
monitoring messages sent and received. This count includes all messages involved with
initialization of the· monitor as well as event evaluation. Note that this count does not
include messages sent from within the application itself, even if the monitor is a
component monitor. Part (4)· shows the total number of events processed by the monitor.
This count includes event occurrences which were actually monitored at the monitor, as
well as event occurrences which were received by the monitor and forwarded to another
monitor. Finally, Part (5) shows statistics related to the high level events. This section is
displayed for each defined high level event. Information is shown in this section pertaining
to the amount of information stored for each event. The average queue length field
represents the average total number of event operand occurrences which were stored for
this particular high leyel event..The total recognitions field represents the total number of
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rtimes this high level event was triggered at this monitor. Finally, the recognitions of
0Eerands field shows the number of recognitions of each operand of the high level event
which were stored at this monitor. Through analysis of these statistics, the user of
-
EVEREST can make comparisons of the storage, communication, and processing
overhead ofdifferent monitoring schemes.
.I
/
\.
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4. The Implementation of EVEREST
The implementation of a distributed monitoring system is a difficult task, because it
is subject to the same challenges confronting any distributed application. Since there is no
global clock, timing of communication must be carefully implemented, so as to avoid any
unexpected conditions. Also" since there is no ,shared memory, a large amount of
communication is unfortunately needed, especially at system startup. This chapter will
describe some of the more important implementation,- issues which are a part of
'I...
EVEREST. Section 4.1 will discuss the steps taken during creatiol1'and initialization of the
monitoring system. Section 4.2 ·will discuss the main body of each monitor type. Finally,
Section 4.3 will discuss the basic step's taken during the evaluation of an event.
4.1 Creation and Initialilation oft~e Monitoring System
, ~
In EVEREST, the first module to start is always the Central Communication
Module (CCM). In fact, the CCM must be started before any of the application or
monitoring processes begin. This is due to the fact that the CCM is responsible for
overseeing the creation and communication of all other processes in the monitoring
system, including the application processes. The basic responsibilities of the CCM are
shown in Figure 10.
Upon startup, the CCM first reads and processes the event table, which has been
previously generated by the event "script parser. The CCM will also perform any other
needed initialization at this time, including the starting up of the X-Windows event output
module. The CCM then goes into a simple lo~ in which it reads and then processes
messages. The CCM will continue to execute this loop until the user presses [CTRL-C],
or it is killed.
r========---'---~--=--~~~~~~.~~~------~ ------
Read and process .
event table file
•~I ~
n Wait for message
-I
. WhattypG
,-- -'
-of message is it?
-CM New CreateMon Migrate Event Info
Ir
Send new Initiate the Does Iperform eValuatio~Component requested noV IMonitor monitor Monitor
illfonnation about • exist? No
existing monitors
Send new
•
Evaluation Monitor Yes Is
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Component existing monitors Monitor an
Monitor Eva1uatioIl~~
the evenftabIe .. Monitor? No
• Send new YesUpdate existing Evaluation
monitor data Monitor Create
-l the event table Appropria~e
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monitor •
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monitor
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+
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Figure 10 -- Central Communication Module Actions
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In its main loop, the CCM expects four different types of messages. The first of
these is actually in the form of a connection request. This message, call CM_New is sent
by a newly started Component Monitor. All Component Monitors will know how to
connect to CCM by reading a small file, called 'CCMInfo', a copy of which must ,be made
. available to them at runtime. When a Component Monitor begins execution, it will
. immediately attempt to connect to the CCM. Once the connection has been made, the
CCM' will send the new monitor all needed initialization information, including
information about any existing monitors and the event table. the CCM will then update
its local monitor records to include the new monitor, and it will infonn all other monitors
in the system about the creation of this new monitor.
The second type of message which the CCM can receive is called the CreateMon
message. In EVEREST, Evaluation Monitors are onlyc:relited when event oCC:l1rr~nce.
information needs to be sent to them (as determined by the event table). When a monitor
realizes it must send event occurrence information to an Eyaluation Monitor which does
not yet exist, it sends the CCM a CreateMon message. Upon receiving this message, the
CCM will start the appropriate Evaluation Monitor on the appropriate machine. It will
then wait for this new Evaluation Monitor to connect to it. When the new Evaluation
Monitor has connected, the CCM will send the new monitor initialization information,
including information about existing monitors and the event table. The CCM will then
update its local monitor records to contain the new monitor, and it will inform all other
.---
monitors in the system of the new Evaluation Monitor's existence.
The third type of message which the CCM might receive in its main loop is the
Migrate message. Since the CCM is connected to all monitors in the system, it is
~,._.,~, "'~.-"'-~~'.
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responsible for handling the migration of evaluation responsibilities from one monitor to
another, if needed. Whenever a monitor triggers an event which causes a migration (as
defined by the if...move command in the event script), the monitor triggering that event
will send the Migrate message to the CCM. If the destination monitor of the migration.
exists, the CCM'will notify that monitor, update its local event table, and then inform all
other monitors of the migration. The source monitor, from which the event is migrating,
: will send all stored information about the event to the destination monitor. Because of the
implementation of event information routing, desc~bed in Section 4.3, any information
which is accidentally sent to the source monitor will be forwarded directly to destination
monitor. If the destination 'monitor of the migration does not exis~, and that monitor is an
Evaluation Monitor, the CCM will create the needed Evaluation Monitor, and then the
migration will proceed as normal. However, if the destination monitor of the migration
does not exist, and it is a Component Monitor, the CCM· will only update its local event
table, and inform all other monitors of the migration. This is due to the fact that the CCM
can not create_a ComponentMonitor. However, when the Component Monitor is finally
created (Qy the user ~r the application process), it will receive the updated event table
containing the results of the event migration.
Finally, from within its main loop, the CCM can receive a message containing
event information. This message will be directly sent to the evaluation code which is a part
~
of the CCM, or, if appropriate, it will be sent to the output module for display to the user.
The evaluation code which is a part of the CCM is very similar to the event evaluation
code which is a part of other monitors. The evaluation of event information is discussed in
',--,r ~
Section 4.3.
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Through the processing of these four message types, the CCM dynamically creates
.
the configuration of the monitoring sy§tem. As an example, consider the following event
script:
protocol all is vc
primitive el is socket main
primitive e2 is accept main
place el at cml Ml 1
place e2 at cm2 M2,l
eval el at cml Ml 1
eval e2 at cm2 M2 1
highlevel E3 is el then e2
eval E3 at eml M2 1
goi:il E3
"
The creation of the monitoring system which would result from the above event script is
shown in Figure 11. In (a), the CCM process has started, and two machines, MI and M2,
which will-be used for the application, do not yet contain any monitoring or application
~
processes. In (b), one of the user's processes, referred to as eml, has started on machine
Ml. At this point, eml will read its local copy of the information file, 'CCMInfo', to
determine how it may connect to the CCM. It will then actually connect to the CCM, as
__sho~ILin_(j;;)._.ALthis_p-oint,theC_CM_wiltsend eml.lhe event table, as well as some
needed initialization information. The CCM will also inform eml that no other monitors
or application processes exist yet in the system. The process eml will now begin
- executing the application. Assume that after executing for a short while, emI recognizes
the pritnitive event, el. Since el affects the high level event E3, which is monitored at the
first Evaluation Monitor created on M2, information about the occurrence of el must be
sent to that monitor. ~t this point, eml knows that the, needed Evaluation Monitor does
not yet exist. Thus, eml will send a CreateMon message to the CCM, requesting the
creation of the appropriate Evaluation Monitor, as shown in (d). As soon as the CCM
receives this CreateMon message, it will start a new Evaluation Monitor on M2, which
will be referred.to as eml. Upon startup, eml will immediately connect to the CCM,
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which will send it the event table and initialization information. The CCM will also inform
eml about the existence of eml, including information about how to connect to eml and
a flag which informs eml that it should actually make a connection with eml. The
Evaluation Monitor eml wili then connect to eml. As soon as this connection is
established, eml will send the information about the occurrence of event e1 to eml, as
shown in (e). Now suppose that a new application process starts up on machine M2, as '-.
shown in (t). This process, referred to as em2, will connect to the CCM in exactly the
same way eml did, as shown in (g). However,- in this case, the CCM Will tell em2 of the
existence of eml and eml. Since eml is monitoring the event E3 whic~ is affected by the
event e2, which might occur at em2, the CCM will determine that em2 must connect to
eml. The CCM will send em2 information about how to connect to eml, as well as a flag
informing it to actually make that connection. The application process em2 will establish
this connection before beginning execution, as shown in (h). Note that in this case, eml
ana em2 do not need to share information. Thus, the CCM will \inform em2 not to
connect to eml. After em2 begins its execution, the monitoring configuration, as
described by the above event script, is now in place.
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Figure 11 -- Example Runtime Configuration of EVEREST
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4.2 Duties of Evaluation, Component, and Central Monitors
While each monitor type perfonns the basic functions of event storage and
evaluation, each monitor type also has unique features, which slightly change its
implementation. An overview of the main duties of each monitor type will be discussed in
this section.-
4.2.1 Duties of Component Mcmitors
The main duties of a Component Monitor are shown in Figure 12. Upon startup,
all Component MOnitoi:~ed 10 perfonn a number ofinitializalion duties before executing
the application to which theyo are attached. As mentioned in section 4.1, {:omponent
Monitors first :read a small initialization file, called 'CCMInfo', to detennine how to go
about connecting to the Central Communication Module. After reading this file, a
'f-
Component Monitor immediately connects to the CCM. It then receives important
infonnation about itself, such as its instance number, and certain socket characteristics,
;' such as port numbers to use, from the CCM. It also receives infonnation about previously
started monitors, and the event table. The Component Monitor then connects to all other
. existing monitors in the system to which it needs to connect as defined by the event table
dependencies. Finally, it begins execution of the application process.
As a Component Monitors application sxecutes, two situations could interrupt the
applications execution. First, if a primitive event occurs,_ the application's inserted
monitoring statement will call the appropriate procedure to perfonn event evaluation.
Second, if infonnation becomes available on any of the Component Monitor's sockets, an
interrupt will be generated, and the Component Monitor will process .the infonnation. All
Component Monitors 'have a minimum of three sockets. There will always be one socket
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connected to the CCM. During application execution, the CCM might send a Component
Monitor information about new monitors in the system, event occurrence information, or
connect to
CCM
receive info
about itself and
previously
started monitors
receive event
table
Figure 12 -- Component Monitor Duties
other needed control information. A Component Monitor will also have a socket listening
for new Component Monitor connections, and a socket listening for new Evalua~ion
Monitor Connections. When a new monitor attempts to connect to a Component Monitor,
the Component Monitor will set up a new socket for the new monitor, and then exchange
any needed irutialization information with the new monitor. It will ,also continue listening
for new connections on the listening sockets. Through the use of these sockets, and the
event evaluation procedures, a Component Monitor can successfully execute an
application, as well as perform all needed monitoring duties.
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4.2.2 Duties of Evaluation Monitors
Evaluation Monitors are very similar to Component Monitors, with the only major'"
difference being that they do not have any application process directly attached to them.
The basic duties of an Evaluation Monitor are shown in Figure 13. The initializatIon steps
taken by an Evaluation Monitor are almo,st identical to those taken by a Component
Monitor. However, after the initialization, an Evaluation Monitor does not execute any
application<code. Rather it sits idle until it-receives new information 'on one of its sockets.
Just like a Component Monitor, an Evaluation Monitdr~will also always have at least three
sockets. An Evaluation Monitor will always 'be connected to the CCM, and can receive
information about new monitors, event occurrence information, or other control
information from the CCM while the .monitoring system executes. In additi~n to the
socket to the CCM, an Evaluation Monitor will also maintain a socket listening· for
connections from new Evaluation Monitors, and a socket listening for connections from
new Component Monitors. Event evaluation at the Evaluation Monitor is also almost
identical to the evaluation performed at a Component Monitor, with the exception that an
Evaluation Monitor will n<?t generate new primitive events. Since Evaluation Mo~nitors are
not linked to an application process, they only process event information which is sent to
them from other monitors.
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4.2.3 D.uties of the Central Monitor
....-----....,
connect to
CCM
receive info
about itself and
previously
started monitors
receive event
table
Figure 13 -- Evaluation Monitor Duties
The Central M<:>nitor is not ~ctually its own process, but instead is the part of the
CCM which handles the duties associated with the processing and evaluation of event
occurrence information. The basic duties of the CCM were described in section 4.1. Event
evaluation at the Central Monitor is very similar to that of an Evaluation Monitor, because
the Central-Monitor is also a monitor which is not linked into an application process. Note
that the Central Monitor doe~ not need to maintain a socket to the CCM, ~ince it is
,
actually a part of the CCM. Thus, any needed communication between the CCM and the
Central Monitor is done through procedure calls, instead' of through sockets. Note also
that if the Central Monitor needs to send or receive information from another monitor in
the system, it must use the CCM's sockets to communicate with these other monitors. In
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addition to the normal event evaluation duties of a monitor, the Central Monitor handles
the routing of event information to the user interface. Thus, any event which is designated
as a goal event must be sent. to the Central Monitor, which will handle routing this
information to the user.
4.3 Event Evaluation
While all three of the monitor types may have certain unique features, event
evaluation is performed at all three monitors in exactly the same manner. Event evaluation
involves three major steps: event routing, event storing, and event analysis: Event routing
involves the sending of information about an event occurrence to the monitor which will.
process and store the event. Event storing involves actually storing the event occurrence
information, w~ch may involve additional communication between monitors depending on
how many different monitors need to store information about a specific event. Finally, in
event analysis, the stored information is analyzed to determine if any high level events can
be triggered based on the new information. Each of these steps are discussed in this
J-
section in detail.
4.3.1 Event Routing
In order for event occurrences to be handled by the proper monitor, all monitors
have the ability to perform event routing. When a primitive or high level event is
recognized, the monitor performing the recognition will immediately enter its evaluation
co~he first step taken by this code will be to determine which monitor is responsible
for evaluating the event which occurred. This information can be obtained directly from
the event table, and it is set directly by the user through the use of the eval statement in
the event script. If the event is monitored locally at the monitor which recognized it, then
- -_._-._.-,---~----~---
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"the event monitor will immediately perform event storage, which is described in
sectio~ 4.3.2. If the eventis not monitored locally, the monitor will attempt to send the
occurrence information directly to the monitor which is handli.ng the event. If that monitor
exists, it will receive the info!"Jl1ation and begin event storage. However, there may be
situations where the monitor does not exist. If this is the case, 'the monitor will attempt to
create the needed monitor. This process was described in section 4.1. Recall that the
system can only create Evaluation ¥onitors. Thus, if the new information is to be ~ent to a
"-
non-existent Component Monitor, the information will be discarded. If it is possible to
create a needed non-existent monitor, the monitor which made the recognition will wait
<;'
for th~ creation of the needed monitor, and then transmit the information upon connection
to the new monitor.
Note that when a monitor needs to transmit event information to another monitor,
a socket connection directly to the needed monitor will have already been established.
Upon startup of a new monitor, the CCM scans the event table and determines exactly
which monitors would possibly need to communicate with the new monitor, and informs
t .
the new monitor to make all needed connections. These connections are established as
soon as each monitor is started.
Also, note that event information will be eventually be transmitted to the correct
monitor, even if it is initially sent to the wrong monitor. This situation could arise if an
event is in the process of migrating, as described in section 4.1, because some monitors
may be informed of the migration before others. However, the incorrect monitor will
know that it is no longer monitoring the event, and therefore the information can always
be forwarded to the correct monitor.
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4.3.2 Event Storage
When event information reaches the monitor which is handling the event, that
monitor·performs event storage. Since events are defined in a hierarchical manner, it is
convenient to actually store event occurrence information with the high .level events. Each
defined high level event has a queue for each openmd, which contains an ordered list of
occurrences of that operand. The ordering is based on the time view protocol used for that
'particular high level event. In order to properly store a primitive or high level event
occurrence, the system determines exactly which high level event operands are affected by
the new event occurrence. These dependencies are actually calculated based on the event
table upon startup of the monitoring system, and stored as an array along with the event
definitions. Th,us, no complex calculations or searches are required to determine the
dependencies during the execution of the application. Based on the dependencies found,
the monitor will store information about the new event occurrence in all of the appropriate
queues. If a monitor discovers that the event occurrence affects events which are
'monitored at other monitors, then it will transmit the information to the appropriate
monitors, which will perform local event storage when they receive the information. Note
.....
that specific event occurrences may be stored in more than one queue if the event is part
of more than one high level event. This is required, however, in order for the event to
effectively participate in more than one high level event. Also, this method facilitates the
discarding of old event occurrence information, because each high level event does not
have to check to see if a given event occurrence is needed by another high level event
before discarding the information.
...
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4.3.3 Event Analysis
Upon update of all required event operand queues, each monitor will scan the
updated queues to determine if any of the high level events can be recognized, based on
the stored information. This process is known as event analysis. As the event operand
queues are scanned, any high level events which can be recognized are triggered by the
monitor. These events will go through the event storing and event routing process, just as
the initial event did. The entire procedure continues recursively, until no more event
recognitions are possible. Thus, based on a single event occurrence, it is possible to trigger
numerous high level events.
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5. Conclusion
Before -distnouted computing· can become more widespread, a number of
difficulties associated with-this type of computing must first be solved. Because the
processors involved in a distributed system have--tbeif own local clock which can not be
accurately synchronized with other processors, obtaining a consistent view of the state of
a distributed program is difficult. AlsG, because each processor has its own memory, all
communication between processors must be accomplished through the exchange of
messages. Unfortunately, the transit time of these messages can vary, further complicating
. the task of obtaining a consistent program view.
Event-based monitoring systems, such as EVEREST, address these difficulties.
Using monitoring processes and time view protocols, they provide the user of a distributed
system with the ability to collect, correlate, and analyze information about the activity of a
distributed program. Unfortunately, monitoring systems can also add a large amount of
overhead to the distributed system. Additional communication is needed to implement the
time view protocols. Additional memory is needed to store the collected event
information. Finally, additi<?nal computation is needed to analyze the stored information.
-- -- --_. ~~-----Because-EVEREST--was developed as a testbed, it enables the overhead associated with
event-based monitoring to be studied.
EVEREST provides four different time view protocols: local clocks, vector
clocks, simultaneous regions, and real simultaneity. Each of these protocols has different
advantages and disadvantages. For example, the local clock protocol ~dds very little
overhead to the system. However, it does not guarantee_an accurate event ordering
between processes at different machines. The vector clocks protocol can accurately
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determine the ordering between some events at different machines, but it is dependent on
an application's communication patterns. Simultaneous regions can determine a great deal
about the .ordering of events between processes, but at the cost of !l large amount of
communication overhead. The ~eal simultaneity proto~ol can be used to determine when
two events occur simultaneously on two different machines,' however it is also dependent
.
on an application's communication patterns. Because it allows the use of all four protocols
!ind it is capable of collecting monitoring statistics, EVEREST enables each of these time
vie~ protocols to be studied and compared.
In addition to the various time protocols, EVEREST allows different monitoring
system configurations to be tested. There are three different monitor types provided, and
each of these monitors can be placed at any machine in the distributed system. It is also
possible to place more than one monitor on the same machine. Component Monitors are
monitors which are compiled with the user's application code, and are a part of every
application process. These monitors are used for collecting event information from the
application as it executes, but they can also be given event evaluation responsibilities, if
desired. Evaluation Monitors are stand-alone monitor processes which collect and analyze
event information from other monitors. Finally, the Central Monitor is a centralized
monitor which is part of the cod(} of the Central Communication Module, which is the
process responsible for overseeing the initialization and execution of the monitoring
system. The Central Monitor can receive and analyze event information which it receives
from any other monitor in the system. By defining which monitors will be used for event
evaluation, the user of EVEREST can research the various monitoring· system
configurations to determine how the monitoring configuration affects the monitoring
system performance.
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Through the definition of events and the placement of evaluation responsibility,
EVEREST allows the user to define the monitoring strategy which will be used. Because
the definition of an ~vent is separate from the placement of its evaluation responsibility,
defining different evaluation strategies fW the same set of defined events is trivial. Thus, it
is possible to research how this placement affects monitoring system .performance.
Finally, ~VEREST also allows the user to define a monitoring strategy which will
adjust itself at runtime. Certain events can be ~defined which cause the migration of
evaluation responsibilities for an event to move from one monitor to another. Because
monitors are created as needed, this could lead to the creation of new monitors. Thus, the
entire monitoring configuration..fan. change during execution of a distributed application,
driven by certain behaviors in the application itself. This could be used to reduce
monitoring system overhead. EVEREST enables this prospect to be studied.
EVEREST has been tested with a number of distributed programs, including
programs implementing the N-queens problem, a producer/consumer program, and a sieve
program designed to find prime numbers. These programs will be used to actually
compare different monitoring schemes in the future, as will other, more advanced scientific
applications.
There are a number of possible future enhancements to EVEREST. It may be
desirable to allow the user's application to be made aware of certain event occurrences,
-------"----and-be able to take action based on these event occurrences. Since all application
processes ar~ already integrated with a Component Monitor: this is a relatively simple.
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enhancement. It may also be desirable to enable the user to actually change certain aspects
of the event script during the execution of the program. A future enhancement to
EVEREST would be to enable the system to automatically update, and distribute the new
event table among the monitoring processes. Such an enhancement would allow even
.
more flexibility in- the monitoring strategy. The implications of this will be the topic of
future research.
0-
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Appendix 1: Example of EVEREST's Output Interface
~I c:c:n I •
-.11
Elle I
e1
lONE ,
e2
--- e1
TEST2
e2
TEST2
TEST3
~I Event Charac:teristic:s pop~p 1
Event Na~e &Number: TEST2 (High Level 13)
Event Value: 1
Tillie, stalllp t!lpe: Real Si~ultaneit!l
Vector ti~esta~p: 4,0
Executable where event generated: c~
Hachine where event occurred: pl118a.CC. Lehish.EDU
Executable count of occuranc~: 1
Event Definition: e1 not =e2
Event lIIonitored at: (e~, pl118a.cc, 1)
I~ .
I
I~ -
TEST2
TEST2
TEST3
e2
TEST2
TEST3
TEST3
e1
EVEREST's X-Windows output interface is shown here. The interface presents the user
with a scrollable list of event occurrences. All occurrences of events which have been
defined as go~l events will be displayed. For detailed infonnation about a specific
occurrence, the user can double-click with the mouse pointer on any occurrence in the list,
and a window will appear with the appropriate infonnation. In the above picture, the user
has double-clicked on an occurrence of the event TEST2, and the infonnation about the
specific occurrence of that event is displayed.
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Appendix 2: Example of EVEREST's Input Interface
file ~it ~earcb ~veots Konitor Run !!Utpnt !!isplay
LIst of Defiled Evelts:
Londed 131 bytes
include <stdio.h
int Einl)
{
printr( ..{Press
fflush(stdootJ
fflush(stdin) ;
getchar( J:
}
,
!!.elp
EVEREST's X-Windows input user interface is shown here. This interface can actually be
used as an application development environment. The main window contains an editor,
which can be used to load, view, and edit tne user's program. The window labeled "List of
Defined Events" contains a listing of all events which are currently defined. This list can be
used to change the defined events. The pull-down menus guide the user through the
definition of new events, as well as the compilation of the event script, and even the
execution of the monitoring system.
----------~~---- ------
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Appendix 3: Directory and File List
archive: Contains previous versions of all other directories, arranged by directory and
date.
_do'c: Contains implementation documentation.
_examples: Contains example distributed programs which have been tested with the
Everest system.
Jib: Contains all files related to the message libraries, which are used to send messages
between different processes.
\... mids.h: contains a list ofmessage identifiers
msc.c: miscellaneous routines used by system '
msc.h: declarations of miscellaneous rout~es by ~tem
msg.c: implementation of the message library
msg.h: declaration ofthe message library
util.c: utilities used by the system
util.h: declaration of utilities used by the system
, rjJarser: Contains the files needed to compile the Event Script Parser, which processes an
Event Definition Script into a format readable by the Everest system.
'parser.c: the event script parser
jJfogs:'Contains most of the C files and all executable files of the Everest system.
comments: comments made by programmer during development
cm.c: main code of a Component Monitor
cm.h: Component Monitor specific header file
ccm.c: main code of the Central Communication·Module
ccm.stats: monitor statistics file generated when system executes
'CCMInfo: small information file made available to all monitors
em.C: main code of an Evaluation Monitor '
em.h: header file of an Evaluation Monitor
evalcm.c: event evaluation section of Component Monitors
evalccm.c: event evaluation section of the CCM
evaluate.c: event evaluation section ofEvaluation Monitors
evaluate.h: declares event table and occurrence storage structures
evalutil.c: utilities used by evaluation code of all monitors
evalutil.h: declaration of utilities used by evaluation code of all monitors
evaltrig.c: determines, when a high level event 'can be triggered
makefile: commands for compilation ofmonitoring system & application
monitor.h: header file used b:f~ll m~mitors
myevents.scr: example name of a user's event script
myprog.c: example name ofuser's application
myprog.c.old: user's application renamed by 'scan' if name was 'myprog.c'
myprog.var: list ofvariables fOF user's application if name is 'myprog.c'
PressEnter.c: small utility which waits for user, to press <enter>.
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rmout: script to remove the generated debugging output files
runme: script to begin execution of the monitoring system (application specific)
stopem: utility to kill remote processes if the system crashes
todo: list of implementation alterations yet to be done
_scan: Contains all files needed to compile the Scanner, a utility which prepares an
application's code to work with Everest by parsing the C code files and inserting
moriitoring statements and other needed monitoring code.
scan.c: the code soanner
scan.h: declarations used by the code scanner
_tests: Contains various test programs which were written during the development of
Everest totest the, functionality of certain system features (i.e. socket options,
etc.).
_Xinput: Contains all files related to the X-Windows input user interface.
fallback.h: header file used by the user interface
menu.c: the code ofthe user interface /'
xlogo64: bitmap logo used by the user interface
_Xoutput: Contains all files related to the X-Windows output user interface.
buildmen.c: used to create menus used by the output interface
buildmen.h: declarations used in menu creation
callback:c: actions taken when user takes action ,
callback.h: declarations for 'callback.c'
. .
const.h: constants used by output interface
Iists.c: used in implementing lists to store event information
Iists.h: used in implementing lists to store event information
main.c: main code of the output interface
main.h: global declarations of the output interface
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Appendix 4: An Example Execution of EVEREST
The steps needed to use EVEREST to monitor the short program given below will be
"I" dh ~out me ere.
PROGRAM LISTING:
void main () I.
int i,j;
char *s;
i=getpid ( ) ;
j=i;
s=gethostname();
fprintf(stdout,"Hello from process %d at machine %s\n",
i, s) ;
)
Assume this code has been saved in the file 'hello.c'.
) ,
STEP 1: Prepare to scan the code
Because the event script can be changed many times without running the code scanner, the .
event script does not have to be defined before the code is scanned....However, it is
necessary to inform the code scanner as to which variables will be monitored. This is
accomplished through-the creation of a '.var'· file. Assume the user is interested in the value
of the variables i and j. The following text file would be created, and saved as a file named
'hello.var': :;
i
j
This is the only preparation needed before scanning the user's code.
STEP 2: Scan the code
After the needed '.var' file has been created, the each file of the user's code can be scanned,
as follows:
>scan hello.c
Assuming there are no problems, the code scanner will not produce any output to the
screen. However, the original file 'hello.c' will now be renamed to 'hello.c.old', and the new
'hello.c' file will look as follows:
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#include "cm.h"
void main(} (
int-i,j;
char *s;
i=getpid(},Post( 120,10, "main", "i",i);
j=i,Post(120,10,"main","j",j) ;
s=gethostname(};
._~ .._--- ulprintf (stdout, "Hello from process %d at machine
i,s),Post( 121, 30, "main", "",1);
.
int main() (
monitorlnit();
main () ;
moni torExi t ( ) ;
%s\n" ,
}
. There will also be some additional code appended to the end of the file to handle special
situations, such as 'fork( )' and 'exit( )' calls.
STEP 3: Create the event script
\)
The user may how define the events. Assume,the user is interested in the values of the
variables i and j, as well as when they are equal on two different machines which will be
used in the system. These machines will be name(r1~piter' and 'saturn'. Also, assume the
user is interested in knowing when any of the processes in the system execute an 'fprintf
call. All events will be evaluated locally, except for the high level event which checks the
value of i in relation to j, which will be evaluated at an evaluation monitor on 'saturn'. The
monitoring system will use the local clock protocol. Thus, the event script would appear
as follows, and will be saved in a file called 'events.scr':
protocol all is· lc
eval all at hello every every
primitive e1 is intvalue i
place e1 at hello saturn 1
primitive e2 is intvalue h
place e2 at hello jupiter 1
highlevel E1 is e1 equal e2
eval E1 at em saturn 1
primitive e3 is fprintf
goal el .
goal e2
goal E1
goal e3
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STEP 4: Parse the event script
To prepare the event ~cript to be understood by EVEREST, it must be parsed;' using the
following command:
>parser events.scr
Assuming the event script is correct, this will result in the following output to the screen:
Event Script Compilation Starting .
Event Script Compilation Complete Press <ENTER> to exit.
I '
The event table will be output as a file called 'events.txt' which must be available to the
CCM when it executes, so that the event table can be read in to the monitoring system.
STEP 5: Compilation
Before EVEREST can be run with a new application, the component monitor code must
be compiled along with the application code. Note that the-event script- can- be changed ,~
without recompiling. To compile application with EVEREST, the user must edit the file
'makefile', and change the section labele~ as "compilation of the user's code." Thus, to
compile the 'hello.c' application for use with EVEREST, the "compilation of user's code"
section of the makefile would appear as follows:
cm: $ (OBJECT) cm.o $ (CM_EVAL_OBJECT) hello.o
$(CC) $ (CFLAGS) cm.o $ (OBJECT) $ (CM_EVAL_OBJECT) hello.o -0 hello
hello.o: hello.c
$(CC) $~ello,c -c
After the changes have been made to the makefile, the monitoring system can be compiled
as follows:
>make
STEP 6: Running EVEREST
After the system has been compiled and the events have been defined, EVEREST is ready,
to run. It must be run on the machine defined by the file 'CCMInfo', and a copy of this file
must be available in every directory where an application process. will start up. The
monitoring system can be started by typ.ing:
, >ccm
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Th~ CCM can also be started in the background by appending an '&' to the above
---_. -- -- --------------------. ------- ---- -- --- --~ ~~~ ---~--
~ommand. Each application process can then be started in the normal manner. Assume
that the 'hello' program is started with the folloWing shell script, saved in an executable
text file called 'runme':
/usr/afsws/bin/rsh saturn /home/xy~O/hello &
/usr/afsws/binlrsh jupiter /horne/xyzO/hello &
Thus, the 'hello' application can be started at anytime after the CCM has been started,
simply by entering the following command:
>runrne
The system will then begin colleCting event information from the two processes which
... make up the 'hello' application. Assuming operands of EI are recognized (and they will
be), an evaluation monitor process will also be started on the machine 'saturn.' If these
commands are run from within X-Windows, a user interface will be displayed, as shown in
o r r--- C' (' ( 'G' C ("' --- r-'--" C"'" .._- f c----.- ~. 'C----- .....-..-.---- ,.------------------ c=r -- r-- r--
Appendix 1, and event occurrences of el, 'f2, e3, and EI will be reported. In this example,
there should be one recognition of el, e2, and e3 at each process (for a total of six event
recognitions). EI will only be recognized if by coincidence the two application processes
in the systelll have the same proces1 ill, which is possible, although unlikely.
After the system has finished executing, all processes involved in the application will be
terminated. At this time, the file 'ccm.stats' can be viewed in order to see monitor.
performance statistics. Note that the CCM will continue to execute until its process is
lcilled, either by pressing [CTRL-C], or with a 'kill' command.
"\
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